Cisco SD-WAN: A next generation

enterprise grade SD-WAN solution

Address the challenges of tomorrow’s modern
applications, today. Unleash your business’s full
potential with Cisco SD-WAN (Viptela) for
advanced routing and flexible deployment.

Business value:
•

Simplify IT operations,
which enables potential
cost reductions.

•

Optimise performance by
prioritising branch office
traffic and allowing branches
direct access to the cloud.

•

Significantly improve
enterprise-wide security by
protecting branch locations
from cyber threats.

•

Comprehensive end-to-end
managed service model
offers quality and reliability.

Why choose Cisco
SD-WAN (Viptela)
Predictable SLA on all critical enterprise applications
Best-in-class integrated security
Cloud optimisation where WAN can be extended to multiple public clouds
Single management dashboard for easier operations
Rich analytics with sophisticated forecasting

Choose BCX
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When it comes to selecting the right partner for your SD-WAN implementation
and management, it’s about more than just comparing technologies and prices
from service providers.
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We know that yours is not a one-size-fits-all requirement, so we don’t merely
offer you off-the-shelf vendor technology. We create customised and scalable
solutions to meet even the most complex requirements by combining
technologies within our holistic suite of SD-WAN solutions. This means that you
only pay for what you need, and along with our managed service capabilities,
allows you to maximise cost efficiencies.
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Our customers trust us for enterprise networks that combine the flexibility of
SD-WAN with robust and reliable network infrastructure designs.
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Our suite of solutions offers best-in-class vendor technologies as well as our
own proprietary solutions to deliver a secure, cloud managed and
carrier-agnostic network, supported by over 200 certified networking
specialists and engineers.
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As one of the leading WAN providers in Southern Africa – with over 550
managed WAN customers and more than 22 000 network endpoints - we
understand that your WAN is the digital foundation of your business and we
look forward to assisting you in selecting the right solution that will help you
achieve your business goals.
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Speak with us to unlock agility and improve your network peformance today.

Get in touch with a technology expert today
To find out more about our solutions, email info@bcx.co.za.

